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placed at a distance of 2 m and listeners could use four intervals (centred at 0, 1,
2 and 3 m) for their distance judgements. Because the low number of intervals
could have affected the results (owing to the limited resolution and the possible
occurrence of end effects), the interval number was doubled in the second
experiment (intervals were now centred at 0±3.5 m in 0.5-m steps). In addition,
the loudspeaker was moved to a distance of 3 m to check whether its position
had introduced a bias. The 3-m gap was bridged by two poles, placed at
distances of 1 and 2 m, that provided additional reference points. Six listeners
participated in each experiment. A between-groups analysis of variance,
applied to results of the two experiments, showed that the results for the
conditions that were replicated did not differ signi®cantly (P  0:73). Thus,
results were affected neither by the number of intervals nor by the position of
the loudspeaker.
Received 3 December; accepted 21 December 1998.
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mosaics of both subjects have large patches in which either M or
L cones are missing. This arrangement reduces the eye's ability to
recover colour variations of high spatial frequency in the environment but may improve the recovery of luminance variations of
high spatial frequency.
We measured the eye's aberrations with a Hartmann±Shack
wavefront sensor and compensated for them with a deformable
mirror (see ref. 4 for details). We then collected images of the cone
mosaic, as shown in Fig. 1a, with a charge-coupled device (CCD).
Individual cones were classi®ed by comparing images taken when
the photopigments were fully bleached with those taken when the
photopigments were either dark-adapted or exposed to a light that
selectively bleached one photopigment. From these images, we
created absorptance images that remove static features to reveal
only the distribution of the photolabile pigments that distinguish
the cone classes.
To distinguish S cones from M and L cones, we obtained
absorptance images from dark-adapted and fully bleached images.
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The arrangement of the
three cone classes in the
living human eye

Figure 1 Images of the right eye of subject JW. The mosaic was illuminated with a
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4-ms ¯ash (1 degree diameter, ,0.3 mJ) through a 2-mm entrance pupil. Light of
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Human colour vision depends on three classes of receptor, the
short- (S), medium- (M), and long- (L) wavelength-sensitive
cones. These cone classes are interleaved in a single mosaic so
that, at each point in the retina, only a single class of cone samples
the retinal image. As a consequence, observers with normal
trichromatic colour vision are necessarily colour blind on a
local spatial scale1. The limits this places on vision depend on
the relative numbers and arrangement of cones. Although the
topography of human S cones is known2,3, the human L- and Mcone submosaics have resisted analysis. Adaptive optics, a technique used to overcome blur in ground-based telescopes4, can also
overcome blur in the eye, allowing the sharpest images ever taken
of the living retina5. Here we combine adaptive optics and retinal
densitometry6 to obtain what are, to our knowledge, the ®rst
images of the arrangement of S, M and L cones in the living human
eye. The proportion of L to M cones is strikingly different in two
male subjects, each of whom has normal colour vision. The

wavelength 550 nm was used to maximize absorptance by L- and M-cone
photopigment. Images were obtained with a 6-mm exit pupil at a retinal
eccentricity of one degree nasal from the foveal centre, which is located to the
left of the image. For each retinal location, about 50 images taken over 5 days were
averaged to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Fixational eye movements
translate the image from ¯ash to ¯ash, requiring registration with crosscorrelation before averaging. a, A registered sum of 61 images taken after a full
bleach. b±d, Absorptance images of the patch of cones shown in a, de®ned as 1
minus the ratio of the absorptance of a dark-adapted or selectively bleached
image to the absorptance of the corresponding fully bleached image. Images of
fully bleached retina were obtained following exposure to 550-nm light (70-nm
bandwidth, 37 3 106 troland-seconds). Images of dark-adapted retina were taken
following 5 min of dark adaptation. b, The absorptance image of dark-adapted
cones, revealing a sparse array of S cones which appear dark because of their
low absorptance at 550 nm. c, d, Absorptance images following a 470-nm (c) and
650-nm (d) selective bleach. Bleaching energies were set by calculation and then
modi®ed empirically to achieve the maximum possible difference between Mand L-photopigment concentration. The absorptance images for both bleaching
conditions have higher pigment density toward the fovea; this is caused by the
increases in the length of the outer segment and in macular pigment, which
reduce bleaching in the 470-nm condition. Scale bar represents 5 arcmin of visual
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Number of cones

Absorptance after 650–nm bleach

Because S cones absorb negligibly at the imaging wavelength of 550
nm, whereas M and L cones absorb strongly at this wavelength, the S
cones appear as a sparse array of dark cones in the absorptance
image of Fig. 1b while the M and L cones appear bright. To
distinguish L from M cones, we took images immediately after
one of two bleaching conditions: dark-adapted retina was exposed
to a 650-nm light, which selectively bleached the L pigment, or a
470-nm light, which selectively bleached the M pigment. The
absorptance image for the 650-nm bleach reveals dark, low-absorptance L cones that have been heavily bleached and bright, highly
absorbing M cones that were spared from bleaching (Fig. 1c). The
absorptance image for the 470-nm bleach shows selective bleaching
of M cones, but the effect is smaller than the effect of the 650-nm
bleach because of the similarity of M-cone and L-cone action
spectra at this wavelength (Fig. 1d).
Figure 2a±d shows that, for two trichromats with normal colour
vision, the absorptances of single cones after 470-nm and 650-nm
bleaches produce a bimodal distribution. If these modes represent
L and M cones, then only a single mode should be observed in a
similar experiment on a protanope, a person who lacks the
L pigment. This prediction is con®rmed by the data shown in
Fig. 2e, f. Table 1 summarizes the numbers of S, M and L cones
found in the two trichromats. The relative number of L and M cones
differs greatly between these two subjects. In two patches of retina,
one from the nasal and one from the temporal fovea, subject JW
had a mean ratio of L to M cones of 3.79 whereas AN had a ratio
of 1.15. This large individual difference is consistent with the
variability found using psychophysical methods7±10, spectral
electroretinograms11,12, microspectrophotometry13,14 and messenger
RNA analysis15,16.
The arrangements of S, M and L cones for subjects JW and AN are
shown in the psuedocolour images in Fig. 3. The distribution of the
sparse S cones is not signi®cantly different from random in either
trichromat. This agrees with previous results3 that showed that the
developmental mechanism used to space S cones in a regular,
0.3

a

Table 1 Cone numbers for two subjects with normal colour vision
Subject

Number of
cones

L cones
(%)

M cones
(%)

S cones
(%)

Error
(%)

L:M ratio

1462
522

75.8
50.6

20.0
44.2

4.2
5.2

2.1
5.6

3.79
1.15

.............................................................................................................................................................................

JW
AN

.............................................................................................................................................................................
The error column shows the percentage of cones labelled M (or L) that are actually L (or M)
cones. The error in the assignment of L and M cones is taken to be the fractional area of the
intersection of the sum of two gaussians used to ®t the histograms shown in Fig. 2.

nonrandom manner in humans is not seen near the fovea. Perhaps
cone migration during the formation of the fovea disrupts regular Scone spacing. The assignment of M and L cones is not signi®cantly
different from random in JW's eye but in AN's eye the M and L cones
are signi®cantly more aggregated than expected in a random
mosaic. This additional clumping could arise if, for example,
progenitor cells were to bias the `decisions' of their progeny to
express either M or L opsin. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility that the departure from a random distribution in AN's
eye is a consequence of residual optical blur in his retinal images.
Optical blur could increase the chances of misclassifying especially
those cones that are surrounded by cones of the opposite class, and
this would exaggerate clumping. The overlap in the two distributions of Fig. 2d indicates that about 6% of AN's M and L cones were
misidenti®ed. Simulations suggest that this low error rate may
nonetheless be high enough to produce the tendency towards the
additional clumping we observed. Microspectrophotometry17 on
small foveal patches of excised talapoin retina indicated a random
assignment of M and L cones and photopigment transmittance
imaging in a macaque peripheral retina18 showed a tendency
towards aggregation of M and L cones. All studies agree that there
is no tendency for the M cones to disperse themselves uniformly
among the L cones, and the lack of a regular packing scheme for
these cone classes may be ubiquitous among old-world primates.
What are the implications of this arrangement for vision? The
coarse grain of the cone submosaics causes ¯uctuations in the
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Figure 2 Scatter plots and histograms of individual cone absorptances. Scatter

angle corresponding to the intersection of the two gaussian curves was used to

plots show the absorptance of each cone in a contiguous patch after the 470-nm

categorize L and M cones. The fractional area of the overlap compared with the

and 650-nm selective bleaches. Cone absorptance was taken as the average

total area under the two gaussians provides an estimate of the fraction of cones

value computed within a 0.4-arcmin square region centred on the cone.

that were misidenti®ed; these estimates are 2.1% for JW and 5.6% for AN.

Histograms show the distribution of cones as a function of angle (v) in the scatter

e, f, Results obtained from a protanope whose colour de®ciency was veri®ed

plots. a, b, Results derived from the absorptance images of Fig. 1c, d, with S

psychophysically and by genetic screening. As with the trichromats, bleaching

cones removed. c, d, Results obtained from a second trichromat, AN. For these

levels were chosen to optimize the chance of distinguishing two pigments.

trichromats, we ®tted the sum of two gaussian curves to the histograms. The
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Figure 3 Pseudocolour image of the trichromatic cone mosaic. Blue, green and

same mosaic in which the same number of M cones were randomly assigned.

red colours represent the S, M and L cones, respectively. a, b, Subject JW's

JW's array was no different from random at either location. AN's array showed

temporal and nasal retina, respectively, at one degree of eccentricity. c, Subject

signi®cant clumping of the data (P , 0:01) but, because of optical blur, the

AN's nasal retina, at one degree of eccentricity. We performed a statistical test for

possibility of a random assignment of M cones cannot be ruled out. Scale bar

randomness according to Diggle27. We compared the distribution of all intercone

represents 5 arcmin of visual angle.

distances of the measured M-cone array with 100 simulations derived from the

colour appearance of tiny, monochromatic light ¯ashes19,20 because
the relative excitation of different cone classes depends on the
location of the ¯ash. A related illusion is Brewster's colours, the
perception of irregular patches of pastel colour while viewing
periodic black and white patterns of high spatial frequency1,21.
Similarly, red±green isoluminant gratings with spatial frequencies
above the resolution limit look like chromatic and luminant spatial
noise22. All of these perceptual errors are examples of the aliasing
produced when the three cone submosaics sample the retinal image
inadequately. They are akin to the errors that occur in images taken
with digital cameras that have interleaved pixels of different spectral
sensitivity1. The clumping that results from either the random or the
aggregated assignment of M and L cones exacerbates these errors.
Both of our subjects have retinal patches of 5 arcmin or more
across that contain only one of the two longer-wavelength-sensitive
cone classes. Although the existence of these patches indicates that
the trichromat may sometimes misjudge the colour appearance of
tiny objects, the patches will be bene®cial in recovering highfrequency luminance patterns, because cortical neurons tuned to
high spatial frequency are more likely to be fed by contiguous cones
of the same class. This may explain the observation that, in some
normal trichromats, there is little or no difference in resolution for
gratings seen with only M cones or only L cones, or when both cone
classes operate together23. Only when one cone class is greatly
under-represented, as occurs in some heterozygous carriers for
congenital X-linked protanopia, is resolution clearly mediated by
the more dense submosaic24.
The large individual differences in numbers and arrangement of
cone classes that we have observed indicate that evolution has not
converged on an optimum proportion of M and L cones for the
human eye. Is this because red±green colour vision is a relatively
new feature of vision in old-world primates25,26, or do the statistics
of natural scenes, optical blurring and clever post-receptor processing make M- and L-cone topography unimportant for visual
performance? The imaging method described here allows us to
address these questions, because it is now possible to assess visual
performance and the circuitry of the retina in eyes for which the
trichromatic mosaic is known.
M
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gluons — then the asymmetry can arise quite
naturally (see references in ref. 2). This does
not mean that QCD is wrong, just that we
still don’t know how to use it to calculate all
of the subtle properties of such a complicated
object as a proton.
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Figure 2 The excess of down-antiquarks in the
proton sea. The ratio of á/u
d á as a function of the
fraction x of the momentum of the target proton
carried by the struck quark, from the NuSea
experiment2.

in puffs of hydrogen, deuterium or helium
gas, which were injected into the vacuum
chamber of the accelerator. As well as detecting the recoiling electron they observed the
fastest meson coming out on the other side,
and recorded whether it was a p& or a p1.
The velocity of the recoiling electron tells
them the fraction x of the momentum of the
proton or neutron that was carried by the
struck quark. When x is large (more than
about 0.2) we expect the struck quark to be a
valence quark. The up and down valence
quarks give particles their charge. There are
two up- and one down-quarks in a proton,
and two down- and one up-quarks in a neutron. Figure 1a shows the Feynman diagram
for scattering off a valence up-quark in a proton, with the intermediate photon carrying
momentum from the incident positron to
the struck up-quark. At small x we also
expect extra scatters, from the sea of shortlived, virtual quark–antiquark pairs produced by quantum fluctuations in the gluon
field (Fig. 1b).
Simple QCD theory had predicted that
this sea should contain equal numbers of upand down-antiquarks, but the HERMES
results show that there is a clear excess of
down-antiquarks over the number of upantiquarks, and the effect becomes clearer
for smaller values of x. The NuSea experiment2 achieved a similar result by a different
method, which involved production of
muon pairs in proton scattering from hydrogen and deuterium targets (Fig. 2).
Simple QCD theory does not predict an
‘asymmetric sea’ inside the proton; gluons
should be democratic in the kinds of
quark–antiquark pairs they generate. So far,
the only satisfactory explanation for the
excess of down- over up-antiquarks comes
from more old-fashioned ideas, going back
to the picture of the strong nuclear interaction that we had before QCD. Several
theorists have shown that if the proton and
neutron are assumed to contain virtual pions
— as well as virtual quarks, antiquarks and
NATURE | VOL 397 | 11 FEBRUARY 1999 | www.nature.com

A patchwork of cones
Heinz Wässle

f you look closely at the screen of a colour
television, you’ll see a precise mosaic of
red, green and blue pixels. At a normal
viewing distance, however, our eyes cannot
resolve these individual pixels and, depending on their relative intensities, we perceive
thousands of different colours. Television
screens (and now PC monitors) are the
most popular applications of the
Young–Helmholtz theory of trichromacy1,
which states that human colour vision is
based on three types of cone in the retina. Yet
over 100 years after Helmholtz formulated
his ideas, we have a paradox. Although engineers can construct perfect colour monitors,
neurobiologists still do not know the details
of the circuit that subserves trichromatic
colour vision in humans, despite contributions from psychophysics, histology, electrophysiology, spectroscopy and molecular
genetics. Now, on page 520 of this issue,
Roorda and Williams2 go some way towards
addressing this problem.
Why do we not know more about human
trichromacy? For one, there is no other
species of animal whose retina could serve as
a model. Birds, reptiles and fishes have elaborate colour vision, but their retinas differ
greatly from those in primates. Many mammals have an evolutionarily ancient, dichromatic form of colour vision, but there are no
known mammalian trichromates besides the

I

primates (monkeys, apes and man)3.
The primate retina has three types of
cone, each containing a different photopigment (opsin)4. Their peak sensitivities lie in
the violet (short wavelength S-cones), green
(medium wavelength M-cones) and yellow–green (long wavelength L-cones)
regions of the colour spectrum5. So far, only
S-cones have been distinguished by
microscopy and, on this basis, their circuitry
has been studied in detail. As in other mammalian retinas, the S-cones make up 5–10%
of all cones and form a regular mosaic. Signals from the S-cones are transmitted by special types of bipolar and ganglion cells6,7, and
there is also evidence8 that the S-cone signal
takes a separate route through the thalamus
to the visual cortex.
Unfortunately L- and M-cones cannot
be distinguished by their shapes or other
anatomical means — their opsins differ in
only 15 out of 363 amino acids, so nobody
has yet succeeded in producing specific antibodies to them. But Mollon and Bowmaker9
showed one way round this difficulty. By
measuring the absorption curves of all cones
in a patch of monkey retina in vitro, they
defined the distribution of the L- and Mcones. They found equal numbers of the two
cone types, randomly distributed.
Roorda and Williams2 now take this
analysis of the cone mosaic much further

Figure 1 Organization of the retina in different animals. a, In most mammalian retinas, bipolar cells pool
the signals of several neighbouring cones and, in turn, ganglion cells pool the signals of several bipolar
cells. b, In the central retina of primates, each cone is connected to a midget bipolar cell and from this to
a midget ganglion cell which inherits the chromatic signal of that cone. Roorda and Williams2 have used
a new technique to show how the different types of cone are distributed in the human eye.
© 1999 Macmillan Magazines Ltd
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and, for the first time, show the distribution
of L-, M- and S-cones in the living human eye.
They used an elaborate optical system (‘adaptive optics’) that corrects for the bad imaging
quality of the cornea and lens. By differentially bleaching the retina with strong blue or red
light, the authors identified L-, M- and Scones in an extended area of retina. The proportion of L- to M-cones was nearly 4:1 in
one male subject, yet closer to 1:1 in a second
subject — each with normal colour vision
when tested psychophysically. The L- and Mcones were randomly distributed in the two
subjects, and both had large patches in which
either L- or M-cones were missing.
There is no doubt that Roorda and
Williams’ technique, combined with psychophysical performance measurements in
the same subject, will present new insights
into colour vision and its variations among
individuals. The patchy distribution of Mand L-cones implies that the spatial grain for
colour is coarser than that for intensity,
explaining why our eyes fuse the coloured
pixels of the television monitor. Now we can
apply this technique of imaging L- and Mcones to the monkey eye, allowing us to work
out the circuitry that subserves trichromacy.
Why has trichromacy evolved in primates
and not in other mammals? In most mammals, bipolar cells pool the signals of several
neighbouring cones, then ganglion cells pool
the signals of several converging bipolar cells
(Fig. 1a). In such a highly convergent system,
any chromatic information introduced into
the cone mosaic by, say, a mutation that
creates L- and M-cones, would be lost within
the retina and would never reach the brain10.
But the situation was different 30 million
years ago for primates. During evolution, the
primate eye and retina have been optimized
for the highest spatial resolution. This
required a high density of cones and a low
ratio of cones to ganglion cells in the ‘acuity
pathway’. The anatomical limits for this optimization were reached when each cone was
connected, through a midget bipolar cell, to
a midget ganglion cell (Fig. 1b). In this way, a
‘private line’ to the brain was established.
Only after evolution of this one-to-one connection in the central retina did a subsequent
mutation create the patchy distributions of
L- and M-cones at random locations11. The
one-to-one midget-cell system of the central
retina could then transmit this chromatic
information to the brain. Gradually, the
selective advantage of trichromatic vision
must have led the colour-processing pathways to proliferate in cortical, and perhaps
even subcortical, centres. The well-known
plasticity of the brain could easily have
allowed such changes. The idea that trichromacy piggybacks on the high-acuity system
also indicates that the midget ganglion cells
do a double duty in visual signalling — an
idea that has been promoted for some
years12.
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Oceanography

Bacteria and silica cycling
Victor Smetacek

s a graduate student who enjoyed
counting plankton under the microscope, I felt frustrated when confronted with an occasional sample that contained
almost nothing except a few bacteria flitting
or gliding about on the slide. The bacteria
were apparently responsible for the barrenness of the slide, and had thrived because the
sample had escaped its shot of preservative.
Mysteriously, the silica shells of the diatoms
had also vanished, although they were beautifully preserved in the treated samples. The
observation contradicted the view that
diatom shells are of no nutritional value and
that their dissolution is controlled by physico-chemical and not biological factors.
This dogma has now itself been dissolved
(and hence my hunch borne out) by the elegant study by Bidle and Azam on page 508 of
this issue1. They show that bacteria do indeed
‘gnaw’ enzymatically into diatom shells,
thereby hastening their dissolution rates
significantly (Fig. 1). The authors also show
that adding proteases (enzymes that break
down proteins) had the same effect as live
bacteria, indicating that a protein coating
provides protection from dissolution.
Diatoms dominate phytoplankton
blooms in the ocean, so the finding adds to
our growing understanding of how planet-

A

ary elemental cycles are geared to each other.
In the emerging view, wind-blown dust from
the continents increases ocean productivity
by providing iron2, which is often a limiting
element. In large areas of the open ocean —
the high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll (HNLC)
regions — iron deficiency constrains growth
rates not only of phytoplankton2 but also of
bacteria3. In some regions, silicic acid (dissolved silica) is in short supply relative to the
major nutrients nitrate and phosphate4. For
instance the N:P ratio across the Southern
Ocean varies by less than 10% but the Si:N
ratio ranges from 0.15 in the north to 3 in the
south. Because diatom demand for Si:N is
about 1, the discrepancy in dissolved nutrient ratios indicates that nitrogen is recycled
more efficiently within the surface layer than
silica. Hence the finding that microbial
breakdown of protein also enhances silica
dissolution1 has interesting implications,
because until now diatoms have been
thought to protect their surface by secreting
mucus (carbohydrates).
The world ocean is strongly undersaturated in silicic acid but its cycle is in steady state,
with the annual input from rivers — about six
tera (1012) moles — being balanced by burial
of diatom shells in sediments5. However, the
sediments underlying the productive ocean

Figure 1 The case of the disappearing diatoms — an example of Bidle and Azam’s experiments1. These
pictures are a time series, running left to right, showing bacterial attack on the silica shells of the
diatom Cylindrotheca fusiformis. In a, time zero, the diatoms’ integrity is intact. b and c show their
progressive dissolution after two and seven days, the bacteria staining bright blue. (Courtesy F. Azam.)
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